INTRODUCTION
============

Multiple sequence alignment (MSA) is a widely used approach in the current molecular biology. This technique involves the comparison of new sequences with well-known ones, extracting their shared information and their significant differences ([@gks919-B1]). MSA methods have traditionally been essential for analyzing biological sequences and designing applications in structural modeling, functional prediction, phylogenetic analysis and sequence database searching ([@gks919-B2]). Current MSA tools are also applied to comparisons of protein structures ([@gks919-B3]), reconstructions of phylogenetic trees ([@gks919-B4]) or predictions of mutations ([@gks919-B5]) and interactions ([@gks919-B6]).

More recently, the interest of MSA methodologies has even increased due to new experimental techniques. Current technologies provide a large amount of data that must be analyzed, processed and assessed. Consequently, new computational strategies were required to extract biological meanings from such information. Thus, supervised learning algorithms have been widely implemented in the analysis of genomic and proteomic experimental data. Additionally, recent experimental methods also retrieve further biological data, which is useful for extending the information included within alignment methods. Thus, current MSAs tools take advantage of heterogeneous features, which are provided by recent biological progress in functional, structural and genomic researches, to obtain more accurate alignments within a reasonable time ([@gks919-B7]). Therefore, MSAs are becoming one of the more powerful and essential procedures of analysis ([@gks919-B8]).

Traditionally, alignment strategies are mainly incorporated in progressive algorithm and consistency-based methods ([@gks919-B7]). Progressive algorithms assemble previously built pairwise alignments through a clustering method and store their evaluations in a library. Some well-known programs using progressive strategies are ClustalW ([@gks919-B9]) or Muscle ([@gks919-B10]). On the other hand, consistency-based methodologies, e.g. T-Coffee ([@gks919-B11]) or MSAProbs ([@gks919-B12]), develop consistency scoring schemes, taking into consideration not only the previous pairwise alignments but also if these alignments are consistent with the final result. However, neither progressive nor consistency-based methods build optimal alignments when sequences are distantly related. More recent approaches, such as 3D-COFFEE ([@gks919-B13]) or Promals ([@gks919-B14]), include further information (structure, domains or homologies) in addition to the provided sequences. Such features are usually found by experimental resources in databases such as Protein Data Bank (PDB) ([@gks919-B15]), Uniprot ([@gks919-B16]) or Pfam ([@gks919-B17]). Nevertheless, the consumed time is still excessive for these strategies and improvements are only relevant when sequences are evolutionarily less related ([@gks919-B7]).

Therefore, currently there are many alignment methodologies based on different strategies. Moreover, each MSA tool usually depends on particular features; thereby, there is no consensus about which one produces more accurate alignments ([@gks919-B18],[@gks919-B19]). A new intelligent algorithm based on least square support vector machine (LS-SVM) is proposed here in order to predict how accurately each MSA tool will align a set of sequences. Interesting features related to the sequences and their products have been added from several resources in order to make this prediction. To the best of our knowledge, there are no similar studies in the current bibliography, which address the prediction of the alignment accuracy. This algorithm also estimates which methodologies are more significant to align those sequences. The system has been created from 218 sets of sequences provided by the BAliBASE benchmark ([@gks919-B20]) and their corresponding features. Since our algorithm applies a priori features to predict the accuracy, only the best method is run. Consequently, the CPU cost is not excessively increased.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

In this work, a novel system called 'Prediction of Accuracy in Alignments based on Computational Intelligence' (PAcAlCI) is developed. PAcAlCI is composed by four independent modules ([Figure 1](#gks919-F1){ref-type="fig"}). First, 218 groups of sequences are aligned through 10 different methodologies, producing a dataset of 2180 alignments ('Input Dataset' module). Alignments are then evaluated in order to measure their accuracies. From these groups of sequences, several features are also retrieved from various relevant databases ('Feature Extraction' module). The most useful features are progressively included in a subset which is used by the subsequent algorithm ('Feature Selection' module). Finally, selected features are added to an LS-SVM model to predict alignment accuracies and, subsequently, the most suitable methodologies ('LS-SVM Prediction' module). The PAcAlCI system was completely implemented with Matlab (Version R2010b). The source code is available at [http://www.ugr.es/∼fortuno/PAcAlCI/PAcAlCI.zip](http://www.ugr.es/~fortuno/PAcAlCI/PAcAlCI.zip). Figure 1.PAcAlCI scheme. The architecture is developed into four modules: input dataset, feature extraction, feature selection and LS-SVM prediction.

Input dataset
-------------

A set of sequences must be considered in order to compare different alignment algorithms and develop the proposed prediction. Several datasets and techniques have usually been developed to standardize the comparison of alignment results, e.g. Oxbench ([@gks919-B21]), HOMSTRAD ([@gks919-B22]), Prefab ([@gks919-B10]) or BAliBASE ([@gks919-B20]). In this work, the BAliBASE benchmark (v3.0) was chosen.

BAliBASE defines several groups of sequences that can be easily aligned by standard algorithms. This dataset includes a total of 218 sets of sequences that were manually extracted from different databases, specifically the PDB ([@gks919-B15]). This benchmark also provides a set of handmade reference alignments (gold standard) in order to compare them with the alignments obtained by other tools. Thus, BAliBASE calculates a Sum-of-Pairs (SP) score to evaluate such alignments. These SP scores are used by our system to measure the quality of each alignment.

Sequences in BAliBASE are classified in the next subsets: (i) equidistant PDB sequences with 35 insertions and sharing 20% of identity between any pair of sequences (*RV11* and *RV12* subsets); (ii) PDB orphan sequences of families with 40% of identity and at least one known 3D structure (*RV20* subset); (iii) subfamilies of sequences that share 40% of identity but 20% with other subfamilies (*RV30* subset); (iv) sequences with 20% of identity and large terminal extensions (*RV40* subset) and (v) sequences with 20% of identity and internal insertions (*RV50* subset). From these subsets, it will be possible to establish, for example, which methodology is better when less related sequences are aligned or what differences are found when the methodologies include additional information. These questions will be solved in the 'Comparison of MSA Methodologies' section.

MSA methodologies
-----------------

Ten of the most relevant MSA tools are selected to be included in PAcAlCI. These tools are classified according to their implemented strategy: progressive techniques, consistency-based methods or algorithms including additional information (see summary in [Table 1](#gks919-T1){ref-type="table"}). Programs were run with their default features. Among the progressive methods, ClustalW ([@gks919-B9]), Muscle ([@gks919-B10]), Kalign ([@gks919-B23]), Mafft ([@gks919-B24]) and RetAlign ([@gks919-B25]) were chosen. ClustalW designs a tree-computing algorithm to find the alignment by means of distance scores and a gap weighting scheme. Muscle develops a strategy based on three stages, where a quickly built alignment is refined with an iterative method and a tree-dependent partitioning approach. Kalign uses the Wu--Manber string-matching algorithm ([@gks919-B26]) to improve the distance calculation of the classical progressive approach. Mafft identifies common homologies in sequences through a fast Fourier transform, significantly reducing the computational cost. Lastly, RetAlign implements a progressive corner-cutting algorithm to identify optimal alignments in a network of possible alignments. Table 1.Summary of applied methodologiesMethodVersionTypeClustalW ([@gks919-B9])2.0.10ProgressiveMuscle ([@gks919-B10])3.8.31ProgressiveKalign ([@gks919-B23])2.04ProgressiveMafft ([@gks919-B24])6.85ProgressiveRetAlign ([@gks919-B25])1.0ProgressiveT-Coffee ([@gks919-B11])8.97Consistency-basedProbCons ([@gks919-B27])1.12Consistency-basedFSA ([@gks919-B28])1.15.5Consistency-based3D-Coffee ([@gks919-B13])8.97Additional dataPromals ([@gks919-B14])vServerAdditional data[^1]

Other three consistency-based approaches were included in PAcAlCI: T-Coffee ([@gks919-B11]), ProbCons ([@gks919-B27]) and Fast Statistical Alignment (FSA) ([@gks919-B28]). T-Coffee develops a standard consistency algorithm, building pairwise alignments and evaluating them against third sequences. ProbCons defines a probabilistic consistency based on a pair of hidden Markov models (pair-HMMs) to perform a novel scoring scheme for the standard consistency library. FSA estimates the insertion and deletion processes in sequences through pair-HMMs to combine their probabilities into alignments.

Finally, two more complex methodologies, namely 3D-Coffee ([@gks919-B13]) and Promals ([@gks919-B14]) were also applied. 3D-Coffee introduces structural information in the standard T-Coffee evaluations from the PDB ([@gks919-B15]), performing comparisons between each two structures and each sequence with its structure. On the other hand, Promals adds information based on homologies, combining sequences and homologies in profiles through HMMs.

Databases and feature extraction
--------------------------------

Features of BAliBASE sequences are extracted from well-known biological databases. Such databases are consulted to obtain interesting data which complement the sequences and to build a complete set of features. The final dataset will be composed by 23 features (see summary in [Table 2](#gks919-T2){ref-type="table"}). Table 2.Summary of features extracted from several databasesFeatureSourceRangeTypeRankNumber of sequencesBAliBASE\[4, 142\]Integer3Average lengthBAliBASE\[66.13, 1630.11\]Real4Variance length (normalized)BAliBASE\[0, 1\]Real6Reference subsetBAliBASE\[1, 6\]Integer5AA in -helix^a^UniProt\[0, 1\]Real16AA in -strand^a^UniProt\[0, 1\]Real7AA in transmembrane^a^UniProt\[0, 1\]Real22Domains^b^Pfam\[0.00,6.67\]Real1Shared Domains^b^Pfam\[0.00,117.07\]Real15GO terms^b^GOA\[0.00, 8.67\]Real11MF-GO terms^b^GOA\[0.00, 5.17\]Real17CC-GO terms^b^GOA\[0.00, 2.46\]Real20BP-GO terms^b^GOA\[0.00, 4.07\]Real19Shared GO terms^b^GOA\[0.00, 201.85\]Real183D-Structures^b^PDB\[0.04, 3.06\]Real14Seq. with any 3D structurePDB\[0, 1\]Real21Shared 3D structures^b^PDB\[0.00, 0.75\]Real23Polar AA^a^Biochemistry\[0, 1\]Real9Non-polar AA^a^Biochemistry\[0, 1\]Real12Basic AA^a^Biochemistry\[0, 1\]Real10Aromatic AA^a^Biochemistry\[0, 1\]Real13Acid AA^a^Biochemistry\[0, 1\]Real8MSA method---\[1, 10\]Integer2[^2]

Some features related to sequences, domains, amino acid types or structures have already been successfully included in other similar knowledge-based systems ([@gks919-B18],[@gks919-B29]). However, the set of features is complemented with further information based on other studies such as protein interaction prediction ([@gks919-B30]) or protein model classification ([@gks919-B31]). Therefore, a more complete feature environment is presented in this work in order to study its relevance to sequence alignments. Here below, each consulted database is described, indicating which features have been retrieved and their nomenclature in the feature list: **BAliBASE** ([@gks919-B20]) can be considered the first consulted database, as it provides the sequences that are aligned. Then, the features associated with each set of sequences are the number of sequences (), the average length of sequences () and the normalized variance of the sequence length (). This information determines whether there is any dependence between alignment tools and the number/length of sequences. Since BAliBASE classifies sequences according to certain features (see the 'Input Dataset' section for details), the subset, where each set of sequences is included, is proposed as another feature ().**Uniprot** ([@gks919-B16]) consists of a wide repository of proteins with accurate, consistent and rich annotation. Several features are calculated from this database: the percentage of amino acids in -helix structures (), the percentage of amino acids in -strand structures () and the percentage of amino acids in the transmembrane region (). Data associated with similar secondary structures or locations usually indicate more related sequences or regions.**Pfam** ([@gks919-B17]) identifies common functional regions in families, also called domains. Domain features are performed from this database as: average number of domains per sequence () and average number of shared domains (between each pair of sequences) per sequence (). Domain similarities usually imply regions with related functionality. This functionality can be useful to understand how some sequences must be efficiently aligned or how close sequences are in their families.**The Gene Ontology Annotation** ([@gks919-B32]) provides controlled vocabularies for the annotations of molecular attributes in different model organisms. These vocabularies are classified into three structured ontologies organized as a directed acyclic graph (DAG): molecular function (MF), cellular component (CC) and biological process (BP). Features used in this work from Gene Ontology Annotation (GOA) are average number of annotated terms per sequence (); average number of annotated terms for each ontology per sequence: MF (), CC () and BP () and average number of shared GO terms (between each pair of sequences) per sequence ().**PDB** ([@gks919-B15]) includes information about experimentally determined 3D structures of each protein. The average number of annotated PDB structures per sequence (), the percentage of sequences with structures () and the average number of shared structures (between each pair of sequences) per sequence () are proposed from this database.

Apart from these databases, other resources have been applied in order to complete the set of features. For instance, the classification of amino acids included in ([@gks919-B33]) has been applied to define: the percentage of polar uncharged amino acids \[G,A,P,V,L,I,M\] (), the percentage of non-polar aliphatic amino acids \[S,T,C,N,Q\] (), the percentage of basic positively charged amino acids \[K,R,H\] (), the percentage of aromatic amino acids \[F,W,Y\] () and the percentage of negatively charged amino acids \[D,E\] ().

Finally, the MSA method being executed (see the 'MSA methodologies' section) is the last included feature (). This feature is determinant in the proposed system, as the purpose is to predict the accuracy of each method according to all these features. Besides, the most suitable methods according to the predicted accuracies are selected from that feature. Also, the accuracies of each method are included as outputs. As explained before, this accuracy is called SP score by BAliBASE and it is defined as a similarity value against the gold-standard references.

Feature selection based on mutual information
---------------------------------------------

The relevance of the previously proposed features is analyzed through a feature selection procedure. Feature selection algorithms allow reducing the number of features, filtering out those irrelevant or redundant. One of the well-known feature selection, called minimal-redundancy-maximal-relevance (mRMR) ([@gks919-B34]), is applied in this work. First, this approach calculates the relevance of the features by using their mutual information. The obtained relevance is then assessed through the subsequent machine-learning procedure. The aim of mRMR is to select a feature at a time with a first-order incremental search, trying to avoid redundant features (see [Supplementary mRMR feature selection](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks919/DC1) for details). Discrete and continuous random variables are both considered in the mRMR algorithm. Such property is essential in the proposed set of features, since both types of variables were included ('real' and 'integer' types in [Table 2](#gks919-T2){ref-type="table"}). Besides, the output accuracy is also defined as a continuous variable.

The mRMR method achieves a great accuracy in a reduced time. Thus, the algorithm is useful to accurately select features among a huge number of them. The proposed features are then ranked from mRMR. Subsequently, the LS-SVM model is trained and evaluated progressively increasing the number of features from this ranking.

Least squares support vector machine
------------------------------------

Features selected before are included in an LS-SVM model ([@gks919-B35]) in order to estimate different alignment accuracies. Subsequently, the algorithm also determines which tools are more likely to obtain the best alignment in term of accuracy. LS-SVMs models were generally designed for prediction approaches, but they present the most effective performance for regression problems. Since our system includes continuous values of accuracy, the proposed prediction is defined as a regression problem. Additionally, as the order of input data in LS-SVM is arbitrary, any change of the order would not affect the modeling result ([@gks919-B35],[@gks919-B36]). Therefore, the application of LS-SVM would be an effective and faithful solution.

A kernel model must also be selected to correctly design the prediction method based on LS-SVM. The radial basis function (RBF) kernel was chosen to be applied in the proposed methodology. Additionally, LS-SVMs based on RBF kernels must also be performed by two kinds of hyper-parameters: the regulation parameter and the kernel parameters. These hyper-parameters were optimized by cross-validation in the proposed LS-SVM system (details about kernels and hyper-parameters in LS-SVMs are provided in the [Supplementary LS-SVM models](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks919/DC1)). The LS-SVM algorithm is developed here from the Matlab toolbox found in ([@gks919-B37]).

In order to assess the LS-SVM model, a 10-fold cross-validation procedure is performed. This procedure randomly divides the complete dataset (2180 problems) into 10 subsets of 218 problems. Nine subsets are then applied to train the proposed system. The training procedure includes the most relevant features and the posterior accuracy for each problem in the subset. Thus, hyper-parameters are tuned and the LS-SVM model is estimated. Subsequently, the last subset is used to test the estimated LS-SVM model. The accuracies from such subset are then predicted and compared with those already known. The training and test procedures are repeated 10 times with the 10 different subsets. The predicted accuracies are then validated by their errors against real ones. The prediction error is measured by means of the 'mean relative error' (MRE). Taking into account this error value, a confidence interval is proposed to select the most suitable methodologies. For a specific set of sequences, those methodologies whose accuracies exceed a confidence value () are selected (see the MRE and equations in the [Supplementary LS-SVM validation](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks919/DC1)).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
======================

Comparison of MSA methodologies
-------------------------------

As described before, each MSA method proposes different solutions depending on certain conditions or features. For this reason, biologists and researchers do not agree with a generally accepted solution ([@gks919-B19]). Some methods have been developed to unify criteria and choose the most suitable alignment tool ([@gks919-B21],[@gks919-B22]), but this is currently an open issue.

In order to understand the performance of MSAs, accuracies from several methodologies can be compared. Previous reviews ([@gks919-B7],[@gks919-B8]) have already compared accuracies from BAliBASE subsets (SP scores) against the applied strategy (progressive, consistency-based or approaches with additional data). Generally, SP scores are quite similar independently of the methodologies. Only when more distant sequences are provided (\<20% of identity), accuracies are significantly higher in methods including additional data. However, these strategies including additional data are clearly in disadvantage in terms of required time ([@gks919-B7]). Thus, we could suggest that, only in special cases with less related sequences, additional data are clearly useful.

This analysis supports the idea of using a system to previously decide which methodologies are most promising to obtain better alignments. Here, PAcAlCI predicts accuracies to decide whether differences are enough to select more sophisticated methods against faster ones. Therefore, this system not only predicts the most relevant methodologies, but it also estimates differences between alignment performances. We could then decide which method constructs an accurate enough alignment according to its predicted accuracy.

Selection of feature subset
---------------------------

The complete dataset was composed by 2180 different inputs. Such inputs were retrieved from the 218 groups of sequences of BAliBASE. They were then aligned by the 10 previously proposed algorithms. For each input alignment, a set of 23 features was also retrieved. Output values were represented by the 2180 accuracies calculated from the input alignments.

As described above, the mRMR algorithm ([@gks919-B34]) was applied to select significant features. That procedure returned a ranking of features according to their relevance against calculated accuracies. An increasingly higher subset of features was then included in the subsequent system. According to this ranking ([Table 2](#gks919-T2){ref-type="table"}), the most relevant features were 'the number of domains' () and 'the applied methodology' (). Regarding the first one, domains can be considered a measure of how deeply sequences are known. Domains are also associated with functional relationships and they involve more conserved sequence sections. Then, sequences that include more number of domains will be harder to align and, subsequently, the system could provide accurate predictions. On the other hand, the second feature is an essential variable because it is including obligatory information. This feature must always be included in order to know for which methodology the prediction is done, developing a robust and coherent system of prediction.

The features related to sequences, 'the number of sequences' () and 'the average/variance of the length' (), were also ranked among first positions in the ranking. These features are highlighted because the availability to obtain accurate alignments directly depends on sequence properties. Other features less related to sequences but including amino acid information were found in the first half of the ranking. Features such as 'types of amino acids' () or 'the secondary structure' () provide complementary information about the composition and formation of sequences. Thus, they can also be helpful to efficiently predict some similarities.

Additionally, it is also important to analyze the occurrences in BAliBASE of the selected features in order to understand the obtained feature selection. BAliBASE sequences usually have known secondary structures (-helix or -strand) or GO terms. However, PAcAlCI was also trained with a few datasets from BAliBASE where these features are not known; thereby, cases without this information were also considered. Thus, new datasets from users not including that information can also be accurately estimated, returning their predicted accuracies and a set of suitable methods to use. On the other hand, datasets associated with other features (e.g. transmembrane regions) are considerably less included in BAliBASE. Consequently, the significance obtained for such feature was considered irrelevant and it was discarded from the selection procedure (for example, the 'transmembrane amino acids' feature was ranked in the 22nd position).

Prediction of alignment accuracy
--------------------------------

Features previously analyzed were added to the subsequent LS-SVM model. PAcAlCI then predicted the accuracy which each methodology returned for a set of sequences. As far as we are concerned, similar accuracy predictions in MSAs have not been addressed before. PAcAlCI was performed using an incremental combination of features in ascendant relevance order. Such combination was applied adding a feature at a time according to the previous ranking. Finally, a 10-fold cross-validation was performed to assess the algorithm. The prediction error (MRE) was calculated for the training and test sets.

The evolution of the errors for each combination of features is shown in [Figure 2](#gks919-F2){ref-type="fig"}. According to such evolution, the error progressively decreases with higher number of features. However, an almost optimal value is reached from around 10 features. The prediction error is then kept around 6% for the training data and 9% for the test data. So, we could suggest that all features are not necessary to obtain the optimal prediction. A smaller number of features was then used to perform the system without lack of accuracy. Specifically, the 10 most relevant features were added to the LS-SVM model. According to this configuration, accuracies predicted from four sets of sequences are shown in [Table 3](#gks919-T3){ref-type="table"}. The total MRE value returned by PAcAlCI was 0.0587 for the training set and 0.1012 for the test. This error is distributed along the 2180 predicted accuracies as shown in [Figure 3](#gks919-F3){ref-type="fig"}. Figure 2.Evolution of the MRE. The number of features progressively increases in ascendant relevance order. Training and test errors are shown. Figure 3.Distribution of relative errors for training and test sets. The corresponding LS-SVM prediction was performed using 10 features. Table 3.Accuracies obtained for four different sets of sequencesAlignmentMethodReal Acc.Pred. Acc.Rel. errorRV11 4th3D-Coffee**0.78600.6478**0.1758Promals**0.74800.7068**0.0551ProbCons0.6230**0.6836**0.0973T-Coffee0.61200.59760.0235Muscle0.60000.38400.3600Kalign0.57300.61680.0765Mafft0.52600.62460.1875FSA0.43900.41590.0527RetAlign0.38800.27670.2868ClustalW20.19600.52911.6994RV11 20th3D-Coffee**0.85400.7353**0.1390Promals**0.81700.8005**0.0202Mafft0.69200.65160.0583ProbCons0.68100.69940.0270T-Coffee0.65400.60350.0772ClustalW20.65200.57850.1127RetAlign0.63300.52690.1677Kalign0.60000.68230.1371Muscle0.59200.60400.0203FSA0.53200.63110.1863RV40 24thPromals**0.69200.6259**0.0955Mafft**0.67600.6918**0.0234Kalign**0.6310**0.56160.10993D-Coffee0.57500.61170.0638T-Coffee0.57500.55620.0326ProbCons0.56800.59820.0532FSA0.53300.53310.0001Muscle0.51400.51530.0024RetAlign0.51100.55200.0802ClustalW20.49600.43780.1173RV50 10thPromals**0.86500.7855**0.0919Mafft**0.79500.7536**0.0520ProbCons**0.79400.7547**0.04953D-Coffee**0.78100.8055**0.0314T-Coffee**0.7790**0.71050.0879Kalign0.7370**0.7496**0.0171FSA0.59100.64120.0849Muscle0.52900.70890.3400RetAlign0.51100.63080.2345ClustalW20.48300.57680.1942[^3]

Analyzing more deeply the proposed system, higher error values are less frequent and they are usually associated with low accuracies (see detail in [Figure 3](#gks919-F3){ref-type="fig"}). Alignments with low accuracies are less meaningful in our system, as their performances are totally unacceptable. Consequently, they could not even be considered in PAcAlCI. A minimal accuracy value, called , was then defined as a threshold. Thus, the LS-SVM model only kept the most accurate alignments, filtering out the remaining ones. This threshold allowed improving the subsequent prediction. For example, if , the MRE value using 10 input features decreased to 0.0340 in the training set and to 0.0608 in the test. As appreciated, error values were reduced by \>2% and \>4% for the training and test set, respectively. These errors improved because low values of accuracy, which led to highly wrong predictions, were previously filtered (see the new distribution of errors in [Figure 4](#gks919-F4){ref-type="fig"}). Prediction errors are now considered low enough to adequately determine differences between methodologies. Then, the most suitable alignments can be selected according to their predicted accuracies. Figure 4.Distribution of relative errors for training and test sets. Low accuracies were previously filtered to improve the LS-SVM prediction, avoiding prediction with high errors ().

Selection of alignment methods
------------------------------

In occasions, several alignment methodologies obtain quite similar accuracies; thereby, no one significantly stands out from the rest. Consequently, as in other few researches ([@gks919-B29],[@gks919-B38]), the most promising MSA tools can be selected according to several features. In this case, a confidence interval was defined to decide those methodologies which acceptably align a set of sequences. The confidence interval covers those accuracy values that are higher than a confidence value (see its formal definition in [Supplementary LS-SVM validation](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks919/DC1)). Those methodologies whose accuracies exceed such confidence value were chosen as candidate methods.

This confidence interval was applied to real accuracies and predicted accuracies. Two sets of suitable methodologies were then retrieved (real and predicted sets). Thus, the number of selected methodologies was variable for each group, as it depends on how similar accuracies were in that specific problem. Both groups were then compared in order to know how many methodologies were correctly selected in the predicted set (see four examples in [Figure 5](#gks919-F5){ref-type="fig"}). For example, using accuracies from the performance of 10 features without threshold, the 83.55% of predicted methodologies were also included in the real group. When accuracies were predicted with the limitation , the percentage of successfully selected methodologies increased to 85.89%. Therefore, the proposed system usually performed an accurate group of outstanding methodologies. Figure 5.Intersection of suitable and predicted methodologies (Venn diagrams) corresponding to the four alignments whose accuracies are shown in [Table 3](#gks919-T3){ref-type="table"}.

As shown in the examples of [Figure 5](#gks919-F5){ref-type="fig"}, methodologies including additional information, namely 3D-Coffee and Promals, were selected for sequences with low similarity (RV11 subset). In these cases, more commonly used aligners (ClustalW, Kalign or Muscle) were not selected, as they did not build accurate enough alignments. However, these more complex methods (3D-Coffee and Promals) did not significantly outperform other faster methods when sequences were more related. Thus, methodologies as Mafft, T-Coffee, Kalign or ProbCons were also selected when sequences were highly related (\>20% of similarity). Consequently, we could again suggest that the prediction system is working as expected. For instance, those datasets including more than two domains per sequence selected Kalign as a suitable method (in the 80.95% of cases), whereas Mafft was appropriate for datasets with less domains (78% of datasets selected it). Regarding the size of the dataset, large datasets (\>50 sequences or \>400 amino acids of average length) usually picked both Mafft and Kalign (90.17 and 71.9%, respectively), while ProbCons was chosen for shorter datasets (62.89%). Finally, Kalign also suited when the sequence lengths in datasets have a high variability (a difference of \>100 amino acids in average between sequence lengths) and ProbCons for low variability (69.05% and 65.89% of cases, respectively).

Although there are other expert systems to select adequate MSA tools ([@gks919-B38],[@gks919-B39]), PAcAlCI was compared with AlexSys ([@gks919-B29]), as it performs a more similar strategy (see comparison in [Table 4](#gks919-T4){ref-type="table"}). However, comparing both methodologies can be complicated. Both systems develop similar machine-learning approaches, but their objectives are quite different. AlexSys defines a decision-tree approach to predict whether sequences are 'strongly' or 'weakly' aligned with each specific method (classification problem and binary solution). The best method among those classified as 'strong' is then inferred according to their success probability or their required CPU time. This binary classification can be quite subjective in some cases. Since accuracies over 0.5 are already classified as 'strong', quite different accuracies, e.g. 0.5 and 0.9, are considered identical in the AlexSys approach. In a different way, PAcAlCI first predicts accuracy values (regression problem and real solution). The accuracy prediction provides a relevant improvement in order to decide whether it is worth aligning with a specific methodology. Besides, suitable methods are also selected according to the best accuracies. In general, AlexSys correctly predicts the best aligner in a 45% of its test alignments. In another 45.5% of the alignments, the best aligner corresponded to the second predicted method. In general, global success rates in PAcAlCI are quite similar (83.55% or 85.89% depending on the threshold), although the number of suitable methods is usually higher in our prediction. Regarding the included tools, PAcAlCI is composed by a wider group of previous methodologies (10 approaches compared with the six of AlexSys), including more complex ones as 3D-Coffee or Promals. Table 4.Comparison between PAcAlCI and AlexSysFeaturePAcAlCIAlexSysNumber of aligners106Kind of problemRegression (real)Classification (binary)Machine-learning strategyLS-SVMDecision treesValues of predictionAccuraciesWeak (Acc. \< 0.5)Strong (Acc. \> 0.5)Success rate83.6% ()45.0% (first aligner)85.9% ()45.5% (second aligner)[^4]

Despite these differences, both methods may be considered complementary, as both perform accurate classifiers but in different contexts. In any case, the final decision of selecting the most suitable methodology among the proposed ones can rely on the final user of this system. Other criteria such as the complexity of parameters in the methodologies or the required time could also be taken into account in order to choose the correct tool among the selected ones.

CONCLUSION
==========

MSA is currently an open issue. Alignment tools must be continually improved, as they are essential in the analysis of huge amount of data provided by next-generation sequencing and high-throughput experiments. Thus, new trends in MSAs aim to integrate the major amount of information while trying to significantly reduce the used time. For this reason, efficient computational techniques are increasingly implemented.

In this work, a complete study of MSA methodologies has been developed. Relevant methodologies in this field were first compared. Several types of methods were discussed and we have suggested that only in special cases more sophisticated approaches including additional information are really necessary. A novel intelligent system (PAcAlCI) was then proposed based on the knowledge acquired from this study.

PAcAlCI was designed in order to predict the accuracy that each alignment method reaches for a specific set of sequences. This information gives us an idea of how accurately each methodology works. The mRMR feature selection technique was first applied to 23 features previously retrieved from several biological databases. We have also described how the system can be performed with only the 10 most relevant features to predict accuracies with a reasonable efficiency. Finally, we have proposed the outstanding methodologies which can be used for certain sequences according to their predicted accuracies. In this sense, the proposed algorithm is able to successfully select the most outstanding methods according to the previously predicted accuracies.
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[Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks919/DC1) are available at NAR Online: Supplementary mRMR feature selection, Supplementary LS-SVM models, Supplementary LS-SVM validation and Supplementary References \[40--47\].
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###### Supplementary Data

[^1]: Ten different methodologies were run to align multiple sequences. Their versions and the applied strategies are also shown.

[^2]: Twenty-three features were retrieved from different databases. The relevance ranking was also measured according to the mRMR procedure. ^a^These features are calculated as the percentage of amino acids (AA) with that specific feature. ^b^These features are calculated as the number of occurrences per sequence.

[^3]: Predicted accuracies are compared with those obtained by each methodology in four different problems. Values in bold show accuracies included in the confidence interval. The prediction error is also measured.

[^4]: PAcAlCI is qualitatively compared with AlexSys. The performance and attributes of both procedures are shown.
